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Abstract— Cloud computing is one of the fastest growing
segments of IT industry since the users commitments for investment
and costs are in relation to usage. Social networks in cloud are used
to reflect real world relationships that allow users to share
information and form connections between one another, essentially
creating dynamic Virtual Organizations. Anonymous authentication
is a technique enabling users to prove they have privilege without
disclosing real identities. Many existing anonymous authentication
protocols assume absolute trust to the cloud provider where all
private keys are stored. This trust result in serious security and
privacy issues in cloud provider. In the proposed work secure and
efficient anonymous mutual authentication protocols using Radio
Frequency Identification technology for cloud services are
implemented based on ZKP technique. Zero Knowledge Proof is an
interactive system where one party wants to prove its identity to a
second party using a password but does not want the second party to
learn anything about the password. Finally present experimental
results and validate the acceptable performance impact of our
deployment on a modern social network.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Social networks provide a platform to facilitate
communication and sharing between users, therefore
modeling real world relationships. The structure of a Social
Network is essentially a dynamic virtual organization with
trust relationships between friends .A Social Cloud is a
scalable computing model in which virtualized resources
contributed by users are dynamically provisioned among a
group of friends. Compensation for use is optional as users
may wish to share resources without payment. Access to a
cloud discloses a user’s real identity; the user could still be
unwilling to accept this issue. Thus, the user authentication
without identifying the real identity, called anonymous
authentication is required. In order to preserve user privacy
and allow anonymous authentication/access in a cloud, users
can anonymously authenticate themselves as part of
authorized users/groups to the cloud provider. Users can
anonymously access and modify resources. The
authentication between the user and the service can be
achieved via Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), which is
a means for identifying objects via a radio signal, and enables
automated data gathering in a variety of applications. A
typical RFID system is setup by a set of readers, a number of
RFID tags and a backend server. In general sense, an RFID
tag is known as a small integrated circuit with a unique
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identifier which transmits data over the air in response to
interrogation by an RFID reader. In this paper the RFID tag
authentication is set up for modern social networking sites
where users can share content with their friends and can
develop social ties among each other. Users have to login
using RFID tag with their corresponding one time identifier
PIN, user name and password.
Zero Knowledge Password Authentication Protocol
(ZK-PAP) in which the user can authenticate himself to the
server without revealing the password. The protocol uses a
challenge-response mechanism (between the server and
client) based on nonce. A nonce is a randomly generated
number to be used only once throughout the session in order
to avoid replay attacks. Only authorized users can access the
shared services such as videos, text messages, mp3files etc. A
mandatory access control mechanism in order to enforce
confidentiality and integrity between a large numbers of
users. This mechanism works like a naturally pre distributed
secret information. A user selects a set of questions and its
corresponding answers. Whenever a new user wants to join in
the existing group should answer for the questions. If there are
more similarities then the user can join in the group or else
rejected.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The existing authentication techniques mainly focus on the
device authentication. Since the web browser is connected to
cloud there will be more authentication challenges. Thus a
more user centric approach should be developed with more
security. These are the papers reviewed for the work. The
authors of [1] extend their work to provide protocols for
two-party secure roaming system. This may provide either
weak or strong anonymity, becoming more complex if strong
anonymity is required, this is essentially device-level
authentication and a user cannot establish and authenticate
their credentials on a separate device. A similar problem for
mobile networks is tackled in [2] but in this work the focus is
primarily on use of efficient key exchanges to ensure that a
mobile terminal is not exposed to eavesdropper or DoS
attacks. The resulting protocol is also more efficient and some
of the techniques employed in this work are closely related to
our own, however this research is again directed to device
authentication, rather than user-level authentication. Building
control networks are particularly vulnerable from a security
perspective as, in contrast to mobile networks, they are
designed for a closed community [3]. Similar arguments have
applied to home networks, but as such networks link into
cloud services more attention needs to be paid to enhanced
authentication of users. In [4] the authors implement a mutual
authentication protocol using nested one-time secret
mechanisms. Such an approach could have value in the
context of certain pre-paid network services, but again we
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find a relatively complex protocol making it less attractive for
CE applications. A key drawback of the authentication
protocols described in the previous section is that they all rely
on the use of cryptographic keys generated within a specific
device. Thus they represent device-level authentication. For
mobile wireless services where each user is linked to the
network via a unique device this is quite acceptable and even
a desirable approach. However access to a home network
could be over a range of devices, via: smart-phone, tablet,
laptop computer, remote control or wall-panel. But following
today's rapid evolution in mobile and cloud services users
now expect to gain access to their personal environment in a
uniform manner and thus we need to authenticate the user
rather than the device. Lin and Lai [5] described a flexible
authentication scheme using a biometric smart-card to read
fingerprints combined with a changeable user password.
Today, with embedded facial analysis algorithms in our
camera-phones and more sophisticated system-on-chip (SoC)
technologies it is clear that device-level biometric
authentication is feasible. Several researchers have remarked
on the potential to use biometrics for content or service
encoding in addition to basic authentication [6, 7 ,8] and
[9].In[10] a one-time password using smartcards for home
networks with device level authentication. The scheme uses
lightweight computation modules including hashed one time
password and hash chaining technique along with low cost
smart card technology. A robust and efficient user
authentication scheme uses HOTP algorithm and hash
chaining technique. HOTP is an HMAC event-based one-time
password. . To create a one-time password (OTP), a user will
enter their PIN into the security token and generate an OTP to
validate the requested transaction. Face recognition [7] is
used to determine if the authenticated user continues to view
the content and the display will eventually time-out if they
leave the room or turn away from the display. Peer-to-peer
networking creates a relational framework on top of the
existing TCP/IP infrastructure of the Internet. In addition to
the ability to exchange raw data, it is also possible to build
higher-level functionality on top of such networks. Most
people are now aware of the rapid development of
peer-to-peer social networks and popular applications based
on these networks such as Facebook. Interestingly the concept
of social networks extends back before their introduction on
the Internet [11]. Mirroring the characteristics of human
social networks the concepts of reputation and trust have been
rediscovered in online communities [12] and form the basis
for many emerging social-networking technologies and
next-generation computer applications. An example of these
technologies is D-FOAF [13]. It provided a distributed trust
component for using social networks as data sources. In [14]
outlines vision of creating a Social Storage Cloud, looking
specifically at possible market mechanisms that could be used
to create a dynamic Cloud infrastructure in a Social network
environment.The authors in [15] propose an authentication
scheme for mobile users of cloud services that is based on a
behavioral authentication approach. The authors of [16]
outline the RFID authentication using threshold cryptosystem
critically relies on tag corruption, no internal state mechanism
is given, and no mutual authentication is performed. The ZKP
privacy is stronger than Ind privacy [17].The Ind privacy is
not precisely specified the time point of tag corruption The
unp privacy [18] based on unpredictability of the protocol

output.Unp privacy excludes the use of public key encryption
in RFID protocols.
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
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Fig1: Architecture of RFID authentication in cloud
Fig1.shows the architecture of RFID authentication on social
network in cloud. The RFID tag is interrogated with the RFID
reader and the corresponding PIN number is scanned. The
username and password is generated and should be private to
the tag owner. Privacy is achieved by zero knowledge proof
protocol where the attacker can’t determine which tag is
accessing and can’t get any information about the tag’s owner.
The authenticated tag owner can be connected to the cloud
social network. When a new user wants to join in the tag
owners group only authorized users with more similarities
with the owner can be permitted.
IV AUTHENTICATION
Now a days cloud computing is facing challenging
authentication issues. Most user-facing services today still use
simple username and password type of knowledge-based
authentication, Thus the most effective way to ensure users
are adequately authenticated when using browsers to access
services in the cloud, is to facilitate an additional
authentication factor outside of the browser in addition to
username/password essentially multi-factor authentication In
our proposed work an efficient multifactor authentication
using RFID tags are implemented.
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RFID tags are low-cost electronic devices, from which the
stored information can be collected by an RFID reader
efficiently at a distance without the line of sight. RFID system
consists of three components:
Tags, consist of an integrated circuit with a small antenna.
Each tag will send its identifier (ID) when interrogated.
Reader communicate with a database and with the tags.
They are responsible of performing the queries to the tags.
Database with information of the tags
B. Performance of RFID scheme
RFID schemes cannot use computationally intensive
cryptographic algorithms for privacy and security because
tight tag cost requirements make tag side resources (such as
processing power and storage) scarce.
• Capacity minimization: The volume of data stored in a tag
should be minimized because of the limited size of tag
memory.
• Computation minimization: Tag-side computations should
be minimized because of the very limited power available to a
tag.
• Communication compression: The volume of data that each
tag can transmit per second is limited by the bandwidth
available for RFID tags
• Scalability: The server should be able to handle growing
amounts of work in a large tag population. It should be able to
identify multiple tags using the same radio channel
Performing an exhaustive search to identify individual tags
could be difficult when the tag population is large
C. Zero knowledge proof
Zero knowledge proofs (ZKP) are proofs that show a
statement to be valid without revealing anything except the
veracity of the statement to be proven. With the rise in
ubiquitous computing, we are using mobile phones for daily
tasks. There is a need to preserve the privacy and not reveal
information that can be abused by hackers. Zero knowledge
proof can be used when someone needs to prove the
possession of critical data without revealing the actual data.
Zero Knowledge Proof is two types interactive proof and
non-interactive proof.RFID tag authentication is based on
non-interactive proof. Zero knowledge proof privacy in RFID
tag concerns regarding an attacker can’t determine which tag
he is accessing and can’t get any information about the tag’s
owner.RFID tag ID and PIN will be private to the tag
owner.The secret information in the tag is always kept secret
and mutual authentication takes place between the reader to
the tag and the tag to the reader.
D. Hardware Based Zero Knowledge Authentication

E. RFID tag authentication based on ZKP
Registration phase
Tag Ti wants to register in remote server S.Tag chooses its
PIN, ID and Password.
Login phase
This phase provides a secure login with the tag which is
achieved by zero knowledge password authentications.
Verification phase
RFID system settings consists of a reader R1 and a set of t
tags={T1…..Tt},t is a polynomial in security parameter k.The
reader and the tags are probabilistic polynomial time Turing
machines[17],the reader secret key KR and initial internal
state SR0,the database DB0 for R1.ZKP privacy has blind
access to tags. Let AS(R1,T|,I|(Tc),aux|) be a PPT
algorithm.S={S1,S2,S3,S4} queries. A has blind access to
challenge tag Tc ε T| if A interacts with Tc via a special
interface I|.To send a message m to Tc,A sends to I| a special
S2 query of the form sendT(challenge,m) after receiving S2
query I| invokes Tc with sendT(Tc,m) and returns to A the
output by Tc. From the view point of A it does not know which
tag it is interacting with. Let Fk:{0,1}2k {0,1}2k be a pre
specified PRF[17],k is a security parameter. When a tag T j
with identity ID11 registers to reader R,it is assigned a secret
key kεR{0,1}k,a counter ctr11 of length lctr11 with initial value
1.R computes the initial index as I=Fk|(1||pad1) and so on and
stores the tuple (I,ctr11,K,ID11) into the database. Only valid
tag is accepted or else rejected. The proposed RFID privacy
satisfies adaptive completeness and mutual authentication.
The protocol (R1, T1) satisfies adaptive completeness such
that after desynchronization attacks made by the adversary the
execution between reader R1 and the tag T1 is complete.
Mutual authentication is satisfied such that reader to tag
authentication and tag to reader authentication. No corrupted
tag interferes in the tag to reader communication. Only clean
tags that are not corrupted can be read by the reader
efficiently. The zkp privacy in RFID tag avoids replay attacks.
The zkp privacy achieves forward and backward privacy, if
the adversary interprets during the ongoing session it will not
get any information about the reader.
F.RFID Protocol
Reader R1
{(I,k,ctr11,ID11)}

TagTj
(K,ctr11)
C
I||rT

Protecting a secret information in a hardware
security module

I=Fk0(ctr11||pad1)
(r0, r1)=Fu (c||I)
rT=r0|| (ctr11||pad2)
ctr11=ctr11+1

rR
Establishing an end to end chain of trust over a
communication channel

Authenticating the secret information in which
the first end point and the second point engage
in a zero knowledge proof

If rR=r1, accept the reader
Else reject
If find a tuple (I,k,ctr11|,ID11), then
Compute (r0, r1) =Fk (c||I)
If ctr11|||pad2=r0||rT, then
Accept the tag, send back rR=r1
Update ctr11|=ctr11|+1 and I=Fk0(ctr11|||pad1)
Else if (I|,k,ctr11|,ID11)
Accept the tag
Update ctr11|=ctr11+1 and I|=Fk0(ctr11|||pad1)

Using the zero knowledge proof of knowledge
private key remains private to the device
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Else reject
V IMPLEMENTATION
To enable portability between devices the RFID tag
authentication in social network is implemented in
Dotnet.The implementation was tested on mantis™-series
303MHZ tag and mantis™ reader manufactured by RF
code.fig4 shows the screen shots of RFID tag authentication
in a social network.

Fig: 7 Efficiency Comparison
Fig7 shows the efficiency of RFID tag with existing
techniques. Efficiency of zkp in RFID shows more security
than the existing authentication in social networking sites.
The efficiency of ZKP RFID is compared with the existing
authentication techniques such as RSA, AES and threshold
cryptosystem which shows RFID as the better authentication
for social networks.
Fig: 4 RFID tag authentication

VI CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
Click the Add New Tag button, fig5 shows dialog window
asking for the RFID tag ID, username, and password

Fig: 5 Update tag

Fig6 depicts the computation performance of RFID
authentication with existing authentication techniques.

Fig: 6 performance of computation

An authentication frame work for social networks in cloud is
presented. A design for the essential authentication protocol
using RFID tag allowing the use of multi factor authentication
in addition to username and password is more secure with zkp
privacy. It is shown that zkp privacy in RFID protocol
combined with cloud computing services can offer a secure
and efficient authentication. Again recall the purpose of this
paper is to examine how to move beyond the traditional model
of device authentication and begin to implement a more user
centric approach in line with current trends in mobile network
services. Only authorized users can access the tag owner’s
datas.The future research directions is to design Biometric
authentication in the RFID tags.
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